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Since 1982, Aristocraft luxury kitchens and bedrooms has been proudly
serving the Midlands and wider area.
Whether you’re looking to become the master of your kitchen or want a
living space to enjoy with your friends and family, we have something to
suit every style, taste and budget.
Our end-to-end service uses five steps to take you through each stage of
the supply and installation of your dream kitchen or bedroom.
Through our core family values, price promise, tailored design services,
quality control and dedicated customer care, your experience with us
will be both enjoyable and stress-free.
Take a look through our unrivalled ranges of colours styles and finishes
and begin your Aristocraft journey today.
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Uniquely
Yours
LIFESTYLE
Never before has there been more opportunity to create the ultimate
kitchen, based on your lifestyle. With a myriad of choice available
including various door styles, colours, textures and accessories,
you can devise a space that directly reflects your personality and
the way you choose to live your life. Whether you have a flavour for
contemporary styling or want to steep yourself in traditional comfort,
your own ‘personal’ kitchen can be realised.

QUALITY
Quality should be an integral aspect of any kitchen you choose
to purchase regardless of budget. Whether it is the construction,
finish or design detail of our ranges, you can be sure that premium
quality is our top priority. With this in mind you are free to concentrate
on the look and feel of your new kitchen, confident that the quality
is ingrained.

DESIGN
Not to be underestimated, the design of your new kitchen is one
of the most important decisions you can make. An infusion of cabinet
& appliance layout, feature accessories, colour combinations and
finishes, the choices you make will affect how you enjoy your kitchen
for many years to come. Luckily we offer plenty of solutions!
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Timeless
Elegance
Timeless Elegance represents enduring sophistication
and luxury with kitchens that will last and last.
This classic collection brings traditional elements
to the fore resulting in a stylish yet homely kitchen
space that feels like it has always been there.
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MONZA
The stunning simplicity of the Monza shaker-style door is accentuated by
its narrow frame for a decidedly modern look. This door is accompanied
by a host of accessories that will expand your design options to create
a kitchen that meets all your expectations.
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Monza kitchen painted Porcelain. Worktops are
Dekton Valterra Ultra Compact (island) and Dekton
Tundra Ultra Compact (base units and dresser).
Dresser displaying plain glazed frames and acute
angled cornice. Also shows beautiful end panels
on the wall and base, created with pilasters
and feature plinth.
Island featuring underplinth and narrow pilasters
to create a ‘framed’ look.

Handles: K1-195 and K1-198.
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Monza kitchen painted Light Grey. Worktop is Dekton Entzo
Ultra Compact. Also shows use of universal pilaster to create
an ‘inframe’ look plain glazed frames on worktop dressers
and on top of the larder unit on far right.

Handles: K1-210.
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Monza kitchen painted Dust Grey.
Worktop is Silestone Eternal Charcoal
Soapstone quartz on island and
Silestone Eternal Serena quartz
on back run. Also shows suspended
island supported by chunky posts.

Handles: K1-206.
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HAMILTON BEADED
Rural design staples such as open ceiling beams, natural floor
materials and traditional style windows set the scene here
for the Florence country kitchen. No matter what size of space
you are dealing with you can devise a kitchen with real flair
by incorporating key accessories such as an overmantle,
pastry bench and solid oak inset trays.
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Hamilton Beaded kitchen painted Dust Grey and Porcelain
island unit. Worktops are solid oak (island) and Silestone
Kensho quartz (back run). Also shows island/pastry
bench and solid oak inset tray with spice drawer.

Handles: K1-175 and K1-169.
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Hamilton Beaded kitchen painted Light Grey.
A perfectly appointed island unit can provide
much needed extra counter and storage
space for cooking and entertaining.

Handles: K1-169.
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Hamilton Beaded kitchen painted Light Grey and Stone island
unit. Worktop is Dekton Kairos Ultra Compact. Also shows
compact canopy and island with integrated pastry bench.
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HAMILTON
Offering a selection of on-trend colours the Hamilton kitchen
is a shaker-style door featuring a smooth painted finish and is
ideal for those who like to experiment! A truly versatile design
that lends itself equally to a wide range of styles from modern
industrial to cosy traditional.
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Hamilton kitchen painted Marine. Worktops are Neolith
Calacatta CO1R. Features include Light Oak open shelving
and a multi functional island, perfect for entertaining and
casual dining.
Replacing the standard glazing with ribbed glass adds
to the industrial look and feel.

Handles: K1-209.
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Unique island design incorporating curved doors,
plain glazed frames, chunky pilasters and underplinth.
Hamilton kitchen painted Porcelain and Stone island unit.
Worktop is Marble Carrara. Also shows open wall unit
with plate rack, worktop dresser with plain glazed frames
and feature overmantle.

Handles: K1-156 and K1-159.
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Hamilton kitchen painted Light Grey and Dust Grey.
Combine two colours to create a real sense of depth
to your kitchen.
Create an exquisite focal point in your Hamilton kitchen
with a stunning island unit which will provide much
needed extra storage as well as being a beautiful
design feature.

Handles: K1-170.
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SENNA
The ornately constructed Senna door with its moulded,
raised centre panel will bring your rural space to a different level.
Available in oak, a selection of painted finishes and offering a large
range of specially appointed accessories, the number of design
possibilities are endless with this classically elegant kitchen.
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Senna in Light Oak painted Ivory combines lots of rich tones
and textures creating a feeling of cosiness and homeliness.
Worktops are Dekton Milar.

Handles: K1-214 and K1-218.
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MANSELL
The innovative Mansell design with sloped internal profile and
prominent v-grooves offers a contemporary twist on the original
shaker style door. Available in five popular colours, the visible grain
on this versatile door provides a look of true authenticity.
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Mansell kitchen in Light Grey. Worktop is
Bardiglio Nuvolato Marble. Also shows island
with open shelving .and back run incorporating
tall plain glazed frames.

Handles: K1-157 and K1-160.
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Mansell kitchen in Dust Grey. Worktop is Bianco Carrara Marble.
Also shows window bench seating, slim mantle shelf design and modern square cornice.

Handles: K1-180.
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Mansell kitchen in Porcelain. Compact island features handy open
shelving area and wine rack, suited to smaller kitchens.

Handles: K1-171 and K1-168.
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SORRENTO
Effortlessly chic and stylish, the Sorrento shaker door with v-groove
makes an impressive statement with its simple detailing and
selection of accompanying designer accessories. Classic in both
function and form Sorrento will fit happily into any sized space to
bring you a kitchen that works hard and looks fabulous.
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Sorrento kitchen painted Porcelain and Marine is
used to create a modern twist to a traditional setting.
Worktop is Dekton Kovik.
Window seats make a stunning and practical storage solution.
The T&G feature on the compact island with breakfast bar and
open shelves in Light Oak is reflected on the wall run to enhance
the simplistic styling of the Porcelain units.

Handles: K1-191 and K1-198.
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Sorrento kitchen painted Mussel,
featuring traditional canopy and island
painted Sage Green with open shelves
and breakfast bar. Worktop is Silestone
Lyra Quartz.

Handles: K1-168.
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Sorrento kitchen painted Light Grey with Dust Grey
island unit. Worktops are Dekton Valterra Ultra Compact
(back run) and Silestone Kensho quartz (island).
Also shows open display wall shelving with decorative brackets.
Island is embellished with feature end panels.
For a traditional look with a modern twist, opt for a mock
inframe style. You can also introduce a funky floor design
using a multi coloured geometric pattern.

Handles: K1-206.
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Sorrento kitchen in Light Oak and painted Ivory featuring
a working overmantle and open shelves in Light Oak to
complement the elegant island. Worktops are Silestone
Et Calacatta Gold. Chunky pilasters, moulded skirting plinth
and traditional cornice combine to add opulence to this
classic kitchen.

Handles: K1-222 and K1-224.
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SORRENTO BEADED
Often seen in a more traditional setting, Sorrento Beaded is successfully used
here to add a more eclectic look and feel to this contemporary open plan living
space. Brass and orange accessories effectively contrast with the rich, on-trend
Marine colour. Open shelving features heavily to add practical and decorative
storage and gives this modern living space a sense of warmth and homeliness.
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Sorrento Beaded kitchen painted Marine creates a
dramatic element to this modern rural home. Worktops
are Caesarstone Supernatural 5143 White Attica.
The multilevel island is designed to effectively divide
and reflect the open plan architecture and create
functional spaces.

Handles: K1-205.
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Dresser with georgian glazed frames and oak open
shelving.
Sorrento Beaded kitchen painted Mussel with Dust
Grey island unit. Worktop on back run is Silestone
Blanco Maple quartz and solid oak on island. Also
shows working overmantle design and island with
feature door end panel.

Handles: K1-172 and K1-169.
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Sorrento Beaded kitchen painted Light Grey. A beautiful door
combining modern with classic, Sorrento Beaded calls for a
statement handle choice, like this chic handle in a bright
polished chrome.

Handles: K1-164.
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Contemporary
Chic
A fusion of contrasting tones capture the essence
of the Contemporary Chic collection. Created without
compromise, these kitchens provide a dream setting
for those who appreciate the benefits and beauty of
ergonomic design. Usually occupying a bright and airy
space and using stylish finishes and minimalist features,
we show what is needed to build your modern paradise.
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GRAVITY

IMPERIA

Three door styles that were born to live together, the Gravity, Monaco and
Imperia ranges celebrate their simple construction by sporting a spectacular
selection of finishes. Imperia, with its cross scratched timber finish is the perfect
complement to Monaco Matte and Gravity’s unique oxidised copper look,
resulting in a match made in heaven.

A true representation of the urban dream, this mix of Imperia’s rich real wood
veneer and Gravity’s cool iron paint finish work to create an exciting habitat for
lovers of the ‘industrial’ look. This minimalist kitchen loft design is offset nicely
by signatures of the industrial style such as exposed brickwork and piping and is
given a touch of vibrancy with the inclusion of an interior herb garden.
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Island features Gravity in Oxidized Copper and tall oven housing
features Imperia in Espresso Oak. Worktop is Silestone Cemento
Spa Quartz. Larder with Monaco Matte painted Lava and featuring
open shelving in Imperia Espresso Oak.
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Imperia stained Carbon Oak and Gravity painted Iron.
Worktop is Dekton Orix Ultra Compact. Also shows
custom designed vessel to hold potted herbs.

Handles: K1-234.
Handles: K1-158.
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LAMORNA GLOSS
Custom designed to fit an unusual space, this U-shaped kitchen brings
together a fusion of styles, colours and finishes. A fine example of
apartment style living, the calming colour scheme based on Lamorna’s
gloss white door is enlivened by a splash of texture and colour with
the inclusion of the Monza larder in dust grey.
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Lamorna Gloss in White and Monza painted Dust Grey.
Worktop is Dekton Keon Ultra Compact.

Handles: K1-205.
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Ideally suited to contemporary living, Lamorna
shows its versatility by offering numerous
accessories that can be used to develop your
own unique look. Whether you appreciate the
softness of curves or prefer simple straight lines,
Lamorna has just what you are looking for.

2
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Detail showing open curved door with integrated J-handle
exposing colour matched internal shelving.
Lamorna Gloss Cashmere. Worktop is Belgium Bluestone
Limestone. Island features plinth strip lighting for the
ultimate designer look.
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Lamorna Gloss Porcelain and Graphite.
Worktop is Silestone Blanco Stellar quartz.
Wall units adorned by letterbox feature frames.
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LAMORNA MATTE
A streamlined, seamless flow is what the Lamorna door offers with
its integrated J-handle design and when coupled with a trendy
colour palette creates perfect kitchen harmony. Lamorna offers
a range of accessories that are easily adaptable so that you
can devise features that fit your particular space.
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Lamorna Matte painted Marine is used here
in a dramatic tone on tone room setting.
Worktops are Dekton Vera. The linear simplicity
of Strada sits perfectly with the contrasting
eclectic styling.
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Lamorna Matte painted Light Grey
(wall and base units) and Dust Grey (island).
Worktop is Boston Concrete. Ornately styled
home decor sits harmoniously alongside
contemporary kitchen cabinetry.
Lamorna Matte painted Graphite integrated
larder unit.
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Lamorna Matte painted Graphite.
Worktop is Silestone Iconic White quartz.
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Lamorna Matte painted Porcelain. Worktop is Silver Grey
composite surface. Also shows curved pilasters on the island
and the main kitchen. Dark timber flooring creates
a pleasing contrast.
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MONACO GLOSS
The ever popular industrial look that embraces key design aspects such
as interior brickwork, concrete and exposed pipes and ceiling beams,
allows Monaco to sit unassumingly alongside, encouraging comfortable living.
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Monaco Gloss in White with integrated appliance unit in Light
Grey. Worktops are White Marble and Solid Oak. Also shows
dual level island creating ample seating space.
Bespoke designer storage and display unit.

Handles: K1-164.
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Monaco Gloss Dust Grey featuring handleless rail system.
Cashmere wall unit shows how different colours work
together to provide stunning results.
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Monaco Gloss in Porcelain and Graphite. Worktops are
Silestone Lyra Quartz (back run) and Silestone Negro
Anubis Quartz (island). Also shows handleless rail system
with aluminium finish and designer breakfast bar.
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MONACO SOFT-MATTE
A stunning open-plan living space with bold decor choices
showcases this stunning Monaco Soft-Matte kitchen. The smooth
anti-fingerprint finish of the doors seen here in dramatic Slate Blue,
creates the perfect base for adding rich complimentary colours.
The design possibilities are truly endless!
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Monaco Soft-Matte Slate Blue is showcased in this large open
plan living space. Worktops are Dekton Fossil. The smooth
soft-matte finish is contrasted with the 3D texture of the slatted
wooden wall feature and the rich, warm copper tones used
to style the room.

Handles: K1-216.
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Monaco Soft-Matte Light Grey and Graphite. Worktops are Silestone
Lagoon quartz (back run) and Silestone Eternal Emperador quartz
(island). Also shows handleless rail system with aluminium finish.
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Tall housing units and integrated wall appliances can
work perfectly to create more space in your kitchen.
Add the finishing touch to your trendy kitchen with
a contemporary style handle such as the one shown
here on the Monaco Soft-Matte Dust Grey range.
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An interesting door and drawer configuration adds
an exciting element to this simple design.
Monaco Soft-Matte White. Worktop is Silestone Niebla quartz.
Shows handleless rail system with aluminium finish.
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Platinum
Collection
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Slimline door frames, the industrial-style island design and a subtle,
muted colour scheme employing blues and greys all add to this kitchen’s
unassuming appeal. This kitchen shown here features Aurora Painted
Light Grey (wall & base units), Gun Metal Grey (tallhousings) & Parisian
Blue (island) with Walnut internal accessories.
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Calgary Walnut (wall & base units) and Victoria Painted Brilliant White (island). The island,
with a painted Brilliant White finish, features quadrant doors and an abundant number
of drawers in varying sizes to provide ample storage while the wall units incorporate
Damascus carved frames for displaying favourite glasses and crockery.
This curvaceous design, enriched by a solid White Oak finish, creates a free flowing space
punctuated by functional elements that provide enduring appeal. The kitchen shown here
features Jasper White Oak.
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With its sumptuous finish and thoughtful detailing, the Sutton
kitchen adeptly shows how traditional can meet modern with
outstanding results. The kitchen shown here features Sutton
Painted Shell (wall units, barrel unit, overmantle), Graphite
(base units, units above fridge freezer, island) and Sutton
Walnut (mantle shelf, breakfast bar with corbals) and Walnut
internal accessories.
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With its exclusive twin panel design, the Molson door will sit
easily in any setting that combines both contemporary and
traditional elements, making it one of our most versatile designs
and suitable for all tastes. The kitchen shown here features
Molson Painted Light Grey (wall & base units, canopy, island),
Marine (dresser) and Molson White Oak & Burr Oak (compact
barrel unit).
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Toronto Painted White Cotton (wall & base units, island) and Light
Blue (barrel unit, bench seating). Designed also for a practical
lifestyle, the island includes convenient shelving for easy access
to cookbooks and a circular end unit for all important food
preparation.
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STANDARD PAINT PALETTE

Finishes

Blues

Whites

Whether you opt for painted or stained we have a wide selection
of colours and finishes to offer, with a view to designing your
ultimate kitchen. As well as having our standard painted and
stained finishes we also use specialised techniques to produce
a highly unique range of metal paints that when used as a focal
feature will set your kitchen design well apart from the rest.

Greys

Brilliant White

Light Blue

Light Grey

Porcelain

Powder Blue

Dust Grey

Pantry Blue

Lava

Ivory

Airforce

Gun Metal Grey

White Cotton

Parisian Blue

Graphite

Mussel

Marine

Creams

Beiges

Greens

Purples

Shell

Sage Green

Cashmere

Stone

Light Teal

Lavendar Grey

Biscuit

Viridian

Deep Heather

Stone Grey

Deep Forest

Standard paint colours can be applied to: Hamilton, Hamilton Beaded, Lamorna Matte, Mansell, Monaco Matte, Monza, Savona,
Senna, Sorrento & Sorrento Beaded.
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STAIN PALETTE

GRAVITY PALETTE
Smooth Metal Finish
Light Oak

Iron

Parched Oak

Copper

Espresso

Brass

Weathered Silver

Weathered Metal Finish

Carbon

Rusted Iron

Hacienda Black

Oxidised Copper

Stains can be applied to Imperia and Savona only.

Burnished Brass
Metal paints can be applied to Gravity only.
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Hamilton Beaded painted Viridian and Graphite.
Imperia stained Carbon and Gravity painted Iron.
Gravity in Oxidised Copper.
Savona painted Shell and Dust Grey and stained Parched Oak.
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This document is intended only as a guide and, as no picture can accurately convey colour representation it is suggested you
examine our products personally before purchase. Only then can you appreciate the detail of each and every component, the
finishes applied and the superior quality. If your chosen finish is not on display, we recommend that you order a sample.
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Family
Founded in 1982 by Bryn Davies, Aristocraft has been
proudly serving the Midlands and broader area for over
38 years. During that time, we have perfected the way we
deliver your kitchens and bedrooms, from the initial idea
conception, right the way through to completing your
installation.
From the beginning, Bryn has had extensive experience
within the fitted kitchen industry and his high standards
and expectations for quality products and workmanship
still remain a core part of the Aristocraft ethos to this day.

Today, we’re a second generation, family-run company with
Bryn’s 3 children Glyn, Caroline and Gareth each playing
their own part in the day-to-day running of the business.
We believe designing your kitchen or bedroom is all about
you and your family. You may enjoy hosting dinner parties
and want to create an open plan space, or you could be
looking for that walk-in-wardrobe you’ve always wanted, but
you’re unsure on how to make the most of your room.

Our goal is to make your vision a reality which is
why our award-winning design team begin with
finding out more about your lifestyle, making sure
we understand exactly what you’re looking for.
Once you’re completely happy with the design, our
expert fitters will begin brining your vision to life.
With so many options available, choosing a
company to supply and fit your new kitchen or
bedroom isn’t a decision to be taken lightly. We
understand the trust you are placing into our
hands when you choose an Aristocraft kitchen or
bedroom, and through our unrivalled range of
products, impeccable operations and commitment
to customer services, your experience with us will
be enjoyable and stress-free.

Merry Hill Showroom

21-22 Enterprise Trading Estate, Pedmore Road
Brierley Hill, DY5 1TX
01384 262710

Solihull Studio

880 Old Lode Lane, Solihull
West Midlands, B92 8NF
0121 5169280

Sutton Coldfield Showroom
39 Avery Road
Sutton Coldfield, B73 6QB
0121 3121276

Telford Showroom

Albert Place, Donnington
Telford, TF2 8AF
01952 983296

aristocraftkitchensandbedrooms.co.uk

